Join us for an Orange Line Tweet Chat on May 20, 2014 at Noon

Metro Transit will host a live conversation on Twitter on the topic of the draft Orange Line Project Plan Update. This online event is a chance for people to ask and answer questions, and give feedback about the Orange Line BRT project.

What is a tweet chat?

A tweet chat is a pre-arranged conversation that happens on Twitter through the use of Twitter updates (called tweets) that include a predefined hashtag (in this case, #orangelinebrt) to link those tweets together into a virtual conversation.

The discussion will be hosted by Metro Transit (@MetroTransitMN) and will feature special guest, Orange Line Project Manager Christina Morrison (@stinamo). Participants can ask and answer questions about the project, and provide input on the project plan.

When is it happening?

Tuesday, May 20, 2014, from noon to 1 p.m. CST.

How do I participate?

Follow and use the hashtag #orangelinebrt. You must have a Twitter account to participate. To better focus in on the #orangelinebrt discussion, we recommend using an online tool such as Tweet Chat.